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Morgan D. King
of the California Bar

Learn from the Guru of discharging taxes!

MORGAN KING'S WEBINAR 
DISCHARGING  

CALIFORNIA 
TAXES

Friday Nov. 4 2016
2 hours 

CLICK FOR MORE DETAILS OR TO ENROLL 

ABOUT THE PRESENTER   
_____________________

 
 SEE INFO ABOUT KING'S 3 VOL. TAX PRACTICE LIBRARY  

  
____________________________________________________________________________________

  

        Morgan King's

     Tax Discharge
         Analysis

                             Consulting &
Mentoring
Have clients with delinquent taxes?
Are the taxes dischargeable?
Does the tax transcript tell the whole story?

Red-flags on the transcripts
Has the client told you the whole story?
If not dischargeable now, then when?
Are there "sleeping assessment" flags?
Can the tax liens be stripped?
Can the liens be attacked on other grounds?
Pending offer-in-compromise?
How about innocent spouse?
McCoy rule or the Beard test?
Navigating the "tolling" events
Where does equitable tolling come in?
Is there an "equivalent report or notice" issue?
Is there a state "piggy-back" tax issue?
Is the client's conduct "evasion"?
State income tax issues?
Sales & excise tax issues?
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NACBA JOURNAL

Blind-sided by postpetition interest at end of plan?

Morgan King asks ... How can I help you? 
 

Click to schedule a conference 
 

or call 925 829-6363 (Pacific time)
 

__________________________________________________________

SEE KING'S 3 VOL. TAX PRACTICE LIBRARY
__________________________________________________________   

 
RETURN TO TOP

 
 

NACBA NEWS
 

National Association of Consumer Bankruptcy Attorneys 
   
     ____________________________________

       READ MORGAN KING'S    ARTICLE 
Sales Tax Discharge Issues

In Bankruptcy 
             AS APPEARED IN THE NACBA BANKRUPTCY JOURNAL

Summer 2016
CLICK IMAGE TO VISIT THE NACBA JOURNAL

____________________________________________________________________________

NACTT ACADEMY NEWS
              Articles available on NACTT web page: 

CLICK FOR MORE INFORMATION

_______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________
EXCERPT FROM

 
King's

DISCHARGING TAXES
In Consumer Bankruptcy Cases

 
Book Release 2016 # 3
KingLawPublishing.com 
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King's Discharging Taxes in Consumer Bankruptcy Cases

¶ 6.2 Do Tax Liens Survive Bankruptcy?

West's Avoiding & Stripping Liens in Bankruptcy

¶ 3.4 Avoiding & Stripping Liens in Chapter 7

¶ 3.7(b) Tax Liens

All of us have heard the bankruptcy law aphorism that "liens survive bankruptcy."

But we all probably understand that this is an oversimplification of the law. Here are some of the twists and turns:

Looking at Chapter 7 bankruptcy:

1. The life span of an IRS tax lien is 10 years from date of assessment. Hence, if your client is in his mid-50s and does not expect to retire
until he is 65, the odds are that the statute will have expired before the client's retirement plan goes into "pay status." The 10-year period
may be suspended or tolled by certain events that the taxpayer may originate,  chief among them a bankruptcy, an offer-in-comptmise, and
an IRS Collection Due Process Appeal.

2. If the underlying taxes are discharged in bankruptcy the liens survive only on assets the taxpayer possessed on the date the bankruptcy
was filed -  the liens cannot attach to any after-aquired property (i.e acquired after the bankruptcy petition is filed).

3. If the taxes are discharged, debtors whose only assets are a car, some cash in a bank account somewhere, and a stamp collection, as a
practical matter such liens are rarely enforced simply because when the taxpayer liquidates the assets for cash, the IRS has no convenient
way to reach its hand into the deal and grab the money. Once such assets are liquidated and basically disappear, the liens are virtually
worthless. For this reason, tax liens for discharged taxes where the debtor's property is worth only a nominal amount (what is the value of a
previously owned tooth brush?) the IRS will typically release the lien upon request. In the author's district (N.D.Cal.) the IRS will usually
release the lien where the debtor's personal property is worth less than $30,000.

4. Liens filed in the wrong county, ward or parish are not valid secured liens in the bankruptcy case, and
where the taxes are discharged, those wrongly filed liens do not survive the bankruptcy. In re Major, 67 B.R.
36 (Bankr. W.S. Ky. 1986).

5. A prior-filed tax lien from another taxing entity may trump the IRS lien. i.e. example: in California, the law
is that whichever tax lien is filed first makes the subsequently filed tax lien subordinate to the prior filed lien.
"First in Line is First in Right." United States IRS v. Dermott 507 U.S. 448, 113 S.Ct. 1526 (1993).  West's
Avoiding & Stripping Liens, ¶ 1.11. Was the respective state tax lien filed in the appropriate public office
before the IRS filed its lien?

6. Was a state tax lien filed in the appropriate public office? e.g., in order to be a secured claim on the
debtor's personal property California law requires state tax liens to be filed with the appropriate county
recorder, as well as the Office of Secretary of State. The state tax liens are frequently filed with the county but
not the Secretary of State.

7. IRS liens are likely to be subordinate to administrative claims in priority of payout. Hence, a tax lien is unsecured to the extent the
administrative expenses consume the equity in property of the estate. 11 U.S.C. § 724(b).

8. TIP: Where in a chapter 7 the debtor has non-exempt property and non-dischargeable taxes, the debtor should file a lien on behalf of
the taxing entity to assure that the money from liquidation of the property is used to reduce non-dischargeable tax liabilities.

©  King Law Publishing 2016

RETURN TO TOP

___________________________________________
THE LAW & CASE 

HOTWIRE
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CHAPTER 13 PLAN COULD STRIP DOWN UNDERSECURED TAX LIEN

In re Phifer 547 B.R. 288 (Bankr.E.D.Wis. 2016)

The City of Milwaukee assessed pre-petition tax liabilities and recorded liens that attached to the debtors' real property. The liens were
under-secured. The debtors filed chapter 13, with a plan providing that to the extent they were secured the liens would be paid through the
plan, and upon final discharge the liens would be stripped.

Following the final discharge the City commenced foreclosure on the debtor's home in connection with the unsecured portion of the taxes
that were unpaid through the plan, asserting that the liens survived the bankruptcy

and hence the unpaid taxes remained secured and collectible. The City argued that the liens were no
longer valid as to the debtors personally, but remained valid as in rem liens.

The debtors filed a complaint seeking sanctions for violating the provisions of their plan that provided for
the liens to be released.

The court ruled that debtors in Chapter 13 " ... can accomplish lien stripping by virtue of completion of a
Chapter 13 plan." And there was no surviving in rem lien. Hence the attempt to foreclose violated the
discharge, and denied the city's motion to dismiss the complaint.

The opinion cited comments by Judge Lundin suggesting that all chapter 13 plans should provided that " ... at the entry of discharge all
liens provided for by this plan are released consistent with section 1325(a)(5)(B)(i)(1)(bb)."
________________________________

HELD, CHAPTER 7 DEBTORS COULD NOT STRIP OFF TAX LIEN

In re Blackburn 525 B.R. 153 (Bankr.N.D.Fla. 2015).

Held,  Chapter 7 debtors could not strip off a tax lien as to debtors' real property having no equity that the lien could attach to, with the
argument that the lien on the real property was wholly unsecured, because notwithstanding it was wholly unsecured as to the real property,
IRS tax liens attached to all of debtor's real and personal property, and hence could not be deemed wholly unsecured as long as there was
any value in the personal property.

Citing Dewsnup v. Timm 502 U.S. 410, 112 S.Ct. 773 (1992), the court held that the prohibition against stripping down applied in chapter 7
but not chapter 13.

Similar ruling, Garrido-Yarnis (Bankr.S.D.N.Y. 2016), stating " ... as long as an IRS lien retains any value, even one dollar of security in
debtor's personal property, entire lien is considered secured and cannot be avoided."

But see Gonzon v.  Bank of N.Y. Mellon (Bankr.S.D. Fla.2015) holding that tax lien on both debtor's real property having no equity and
debtor's personal property could be stripped off as to the real property (i.e., the tax lien was "divisible" between secured personal property
and wholly unsecured as to real property).
_____________________

Supreme Court Takes On Chapter 13 Bankruptcy Mess Created by FDCPA
Ruling
 
20 October 2016
Written by:
Brent Yarborough

This article was originally published on the Maurice Wutscher blog.

The Supreme Court of the United States has decided it will review the decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit
in Johnson v. Midland Funding LLC.

As you will recall from my previous article, Johnson was the second case decided by the Eleventh Circuit addressing time-barred proofs of
claim in Chapter 13 bankruptcy. In the first case, Crawford v. LVNV Funding, LLC, the Eleventh Circuit held that a debt collector violates
the FDCPA when it files a proof of claim in a bankruptcy case on a debt that it knows to be time-barred. In Johnson, the Eleventh Circuit
held that there is no irreconcilable conflict between the FDCPA and the Bankruptcy Code.

CLICK FOR MORE STORY

RETURN TO TOP
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IN OTHER NEWS   
Bankruptcy - Taxes - Consumer Protection 

Ed note: The following is excerpted from Shannon Doyle's blog ebankruptcyassistants.com

World's First Artificially Intelligent Attorney Will Practice Bankruptcy
Law

June 1, 2016 by Shannon Doyle

According to the Washington Post, the law firm of Baker Hostetler has hired Ross, the word's first attorney robot who
will assist with bankruptcy cases. While this sounds intriguing, Ross wont' be creating a marketing plan, conducting
bankruptcy consultations, preparing chapter 7 or chapter 13 petitions, running to court or managing the functions of a
bankruptcy law firm any time soon. Although it would be nice if  Ross could handle some of those functions for the
busy bankruptcy practitioner! 

Ross is limited to researching case law. It can apparently perform legal research and suggest a hypothesis saving the
attorney hours of research time. Ross can also interact with its human counterpart who can accept Ross's proposition
or get Ross to question its legal theory.

While bankruptcy attorneys don't have to worry about being replaced by machines just yet, the newly admitted lawyer
might. According to Baker Hostetler, Ross is a hired legal researcher which is a job typically held by lawyers just
starting their careers.

 CLICK FOR MORE STORY
 
________________________________________________
 
New laws have been issued by the government to make it easier to get
college loans forgiven

Oct 30, 2016 By Audri Taylors, University Herald Reporter

New regulations on student loans have been finalized and issued by the government on Friday, in order to make it
easier for the students to get their debts forgiven in instances when their schools have committed misconduct and
fraud.

These new laws by the Obama administration target to make a difference in the system so that the loans will be
erased if a school has used illegal methods and tactics to influence the students to borrow money to be able to get a
higher education.

"To protect students from the start, the regulations seek to deter institutions from engaging in predatory behavior or
otherwise exposing the government to risk," Under Secretary of Education Ted Mitchell said in a statement. "For
students who are injured by an institution's conduct, these regulations provide a clear path to relief with all of their
rights intact, and restore their right to sue."

The schools who also force the students to agree that they will not sue over
misconduct will be banned. "Today's regulations build on that progress by ensuring
that students who are lied to and mistreated by their school get the relief they are
owed.

CLICK FOR MORE STORY
________________________________

IRS Told to Crack Down on Non-Filers
Ken Berry, J.D. - CPA Practice Advisor Tax Correspondent On Oct 30,
2016
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The IRS is known for chasing down tax cheats. But now a new report from the
Treasurer Inspector General for Tax Administration (TIGTA), the arm of the Treasury
Department with oversight of the nation's tax collection agency, says the IRS has to do
a better job of corralling non-filers ("Improvements to the Nonfiler Program Could Help

the Internal Revenue Service More Effectively Address Additional Nonfilers Owing Billions of Dollars in Taxes,"

CLICK FOR MORE STORY
______________________________________

Ed. note: this excerpt is from Arizona Bankruptcy & Foreclosure Blog

Have You Been Harassed by Debt Collectors Like Midland Funding or
Portfolio Recovery?
July 23, 2016 by Diane Drain
  
Zombie debt buyers - Encore Capital Group (Midland Funding, Asset Acceptance) and Portfolio Recovery Associates -
ordered to stop using illegal actions to collect debts.

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) found that Encore Capital Group (subsidiaries also named are
Midland Funding LLC, Midland Credit Management, and Asset Acceptance Capital Corp) and Portfolio Recovery
Associates
bought debts that were or should be noncollectable and used abusive and illegal actions to collect. 

The companies knew many of these debts were uncollectable, lied to the consumer in attempt to collect debts, sold
debts they knew to be noncollectable to other debt buyers and churned out lawsuits using robo-signed court
documents (with little or no backup documentation).

CLICK FOR MORE STORY 

  
RETURN TO TOP

 

RETURN TO TOP
____________________________________________________________________________

ROOKER FELDMAN
DESPERATE CONSUMER BANKRUPTCY ATTORNEY  
Rocky is in court and cross-examining the Trustee's witness. The witness's face had turned red and he was perspiring
heavily.

Feldman: So, you admit she was coming around the mountain, but still insist she was not riding six white horses?

Witness: Well, uh, they looked more pink to me.

Pause: And I only counted five.

Feldman:  So, you admit it was gone, but still insist it was not in the wind?

Witness:  Well, uh ...

Feldman: And you claim it was high water, yet still refuse to admit it might have been
hell!

Witness (voice rising). That's my story, and I'm sticking to it!
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Judge: Mr. Feldman, where are you going with this line of questions?

Rooker: Yes, your honor, I hope to prove . . .

Mable, sticking her head in the door: Mr. Feldman, wake up . . . the U.S. Trustee's office is on the phone. She says it
could have been helter, but also possibly be skelter. And ...

Rooker, waking from his daydream ...

"Yes? And?

He admits life is short, but still insists art is, too.

Big sigh: Okay, Mable, put the call through.
 
World without end.

Amen. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RETURN TO TOP 
 

Visit Morgan King 

 

CONTACT
  
The King Law Letter is published by King Law Publishing (KingLawPublishing.com - formerly
Kings-Press). It has three formats - the Bulletin (product & event announcements), the Law Letter
(news and  updates), and The TaxGram. King Law Publishing Box 2952 Dublin, CA.
Morgan@morganking.com. 925 829-6460.

Morgan@MorganKing.com
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TheLawLetter.com

The Morgan King Company, Box 2952, Dublin, CA, CA 94568
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